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The aim of this paper is to find an expression of (a, b)2, the square of the 
greatest common divisor of positive integers a, b in a form of a convergent 
infinite series whose terms are polynomials in 1/a, 1/b. We shall also touch upon 
the question of the rapidity of the convergence of this series. Our main tool to 
do this will be the theory of uniform distribution and the following integral 
involving the function fractional part {.} 
Jo V 2/V 2/ 12 ab 
In 1924 J. F rane l [1] used expression (1) to prove the equivalence of the 
Riemann hypothesis with the estimate 
»i 
R2(x)dx = 0(N],2 + e) f 
Jo 
for the remainder function RN(x) (for the definition see Part 2) of the dte-
n 
crepancy of the Farey sequence of order n, where 1V = ]T q>(i) and q> denotes 
/ = i 
the Euler totient function. In his paper [1] Franel only notes that (1) foltows 
from Fourier's expansion of the function {.}. In the subsequent paper [2] 
E. L a n d a u gave an elementary proof of (1) (see also [3, p. 170]). However, 
twenty years ago J. C. Kluy ver [4] proved a more general result. If Bn{x) is 
the nth Bernoulli polynomial and Bn = Bn(0) the nth Bernoulli number, then he 
proved (after a slight modification) thah 
m f M f (n h\m + " 
Bm«ax})Bn«bx})dx = ( - ! ) " - • T - ^ ^ T Bm + n
 w D) I m o (m + n)\ a"-b 
for all positive integers m, n, a, b. In fact Kluyver constructed certain functions 
z(x, y) of two real variables JC and y which for positive integer values of these 
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variables reduce to the greatest common divisor of x and y. Unfortunately, each 
of his functions z(x, y) involves the function fractional part. 
Estimates of sums involving terms on the right-hand side of (1) play a role 
in the metric theory of the diophantine approximation and in the theory of the 
uniform distribution. More details can be found in [5—9]. In our opinion the 
first result on such sums was proved by I. S. Gal [5] who proved that 
U=\ qtqj 
for every finite sequence {q,}n= \ of distinct positive integers and with c an 
absolute constant. With this estimate, which does not depend on the sequence 
{qt}
n
 = , and which is the best possible, Gal improved an earlier unpublished result 
of Erdos with en logn on the right-hand side. This result was then extend by 





of non-negative real numbers and every sequence {qt}
n
 = , of distinct positive 
integers we have 
S e(P- C X P(loglog7! I , ) ) ' { ? , * ' eXP(loglog°(,8+ » ) ) ' 
with c, c' absolute constants and c' ^ 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this chapter we shall employ the classical part of the theory of uniform 
distribution. The terminology used is that from the monograph by L. Kui -
pers and H. N iede r r e i t e r [10]. Let in what follows 
xl, x2> •••*
 XN 
be a finite sequence of real numbers from the interval [0, 1]. Given such a 
sequence {xn}n= j and a subinterval [0, x) of [0, 1] denote 
A([0, x), IV, {xn}) = card{«; 1 ̂  n ^ IV, 0 = xn < x}, 
RN(x) = A([0, x), IV, xn) - IVx if 0 ^ x < l , 
RNV) = 0, (2) 
D . = sup &M, 
O S J C S I N 
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D»'={w>lR2Лx)áxT-
The number D% is called the discrepancy, Dffi the L2 discrepancy and RN(x) the 




í RN(x)dx are known, e.g. 
DÏ — 1- max 
27V ' Í л s лf 





1 " / 2и - 1 
- — + N У U , 
12 „t1, V 2N 
-l?. 1 * * 2)) +2тt2л?, '-h2 
2nihx„ 
и = 1 
N f J \ ү Г' / IV / 1 
Ã{X"-Ì))+ÍШÍX-+X)-Ï)ÎІX 
=í{x--í)+Ní{x--i 1 
дr2 Лř N N 
3 n — 1 и = 1 И = 1 
дr2 Лř • лг 
= — + N X *» " -L m a x ( * » » *«) 
3 и = 1 m, и = 1 
\т2 N IV 1 iV 









In (4), (7) and (8) should be supposed that the elements of the sequence {xj^= x 
are ordered according to their magnitude. 
These identities were used often in the past and some of them can be found 
explicitly in [12]. For the proof of (3)—< 10) refer to [10], pp. 91, 161, 110, 144, 
145. Relation (10) follows immediately from (9). 
The next identity is also useful. 
Lemma. Given a finite sequence {x„}"=, of real numbers from the interval [0, 1] 
we have 
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f R2(x)dx= f f -\^^-dRN(x)dRN(y). (11) 
Jo Jo Jo 2 
Proof Although the identity (11) can be proved directly by integration 
by parts, we prove it using some other ideas. 
It follows from the definition of the Riemann —Stieltjes integral that for all 
continuous functions f: [0, 1] -> R we have 
f(x)dRN(x)= Z / O O - N 
n = 1 
f(x)dx. (12) 
Applying (12) to both variables of a continuous function f(x, y): [0, l]2 -> R we 
receive 
m, n = 1 
f(x, y) dx dy Z f(xm, x„) - N
2 [ 
 I JO 
N / N r 1 ' \ /•! / yy (•' 
= I i ^Zf(^^)-^Jof(^^)dxJ + NJo dx^Zf(-X^„)-N| f(x,^)d7 
/V f 1 /•' /•> 
= Z /(*, xn)dRN(x) + N\ dx\ f(x, y)dRN(y) 
n = l Jo Jo Jo 
= Jo (t/(
x> *«> - ^ j 0 /(*• y)dyyRN(x) + N{ (T f(x, y)dy\dRN(x) + 
+ N\ dx{ f(x,y)dRN(y). 
Jo Jo 




y)dRN(y)dRN(x) + 2N f(x,y)dydRN(x). (13) 
If the function f(x, y) has continuous partial derivatives, then the Riemann — 
Stieltjes integrals in the above equality can be replaced by the Riemann integrals 
in the following way 




ľ ï f(x,y)dRN(x)dRN(y) = 
Jo Jo 
ľ f(x, y)dy dRN(x) = - 2 N ľ ľ R„(x) A/(x, y)áx áy. (15) 
o Jo Jo Jo õ x 
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Ftx,y) = L + *±£-*±y-\*=£, (16) 
3 2 2 2 
then (10) gives 
Í 
N л l л l 
R2N(x)dx = X
 Fixm,xn) and E(jc,j)dxdj = 0. 
0 m,n=\ JO JO 
Using (13)—(15) we obtain 
F(x, y) dx dy f R2(x)dx = £ F(xm,xn)-N
2\ f 
JO m, n = 1 JO JC 
= f f - j £^dR J V(x)dR vO') 
Jo Jo 2 
+ 2NÍ f -^-Jdd^dR^(x) 
Jo Jo 2 
and (11) follows by routine calculations. 
R e m a r k 1. The identity (12) was first used by Koksma in [11] with the 
- í Ri,(x)df(x 
Љ 
left-hand side in the form — i?^(x)df(x) and for functions which have a 
Jo 
bounded variation and which are continuous at all points from {xn}n=z]. By 
integration by parts of the left-hand side of (12) it can be shown that the Koks­
ma identity is true also for continuous functions with unbounded variation. 
R e m a r k 2. We shall apply the Lemma very often in the following version: 
Let {yn}n L i and {zn}n L j be two sequences of real numbers from the interval 
[0, 1] with remainders RN[(x) and RNl(x), respectively. Let {xn}n = l be a super­
position of {yn}„ L ] and {zn}n L }, that* is, a sequence obtained by listing the terms 
of the {xyn}n L i and {zn}n L, in somfe order. Then 
RN(x) = RN{(x) + RNi(x), N = NX + Ni 
and repeated applications of (1 $ on the sequences {xn}n=,, {y„}̂ L i, and {z„}*L, 
gives . . . 
f RN(x)RN(x)dx= [ f -\*^dRNl(x)dR„2(y). (17) 
Jo Jo Jo 2 
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Using these sequences in (10), we have 
{ RNl(x)RN2(x)dx= £ f % , z » ) (18) 
JO m = 1 n = 1 
for every two sequences {yJ„L i and {zn}n
2
= { from [0, 1]. 
Interesting results can be prove applying (1), (4)—(10), (17) and (18) to some 
sequences. For example, let 
qi, q2, •••> <ln 
be a finite sequence of positive integers (not necessary distinct). Define 
{xY _{L1 Si I I qj 1 2 g-1 (19) 
\-^n) n = 1 — ) ' » • • • » ' 5 » • • • > - • • • » > > • • • ? f • V 1 - ' / 
<-ql ql 9l q2 q2 q2 <ln <ln qJ 
If IV = ^ qh then we have 
/ = i 
A([0, x), N, {x„}) = X [q,x] 
/ = 1 
and Franel — Kluyveťs integral (1) gives 
'1 Г1 / n \2 
[ R^Wdx = f ( - I ^ } ) d * = T + ^ t ^ ^ - <2°) 
'o Jo \ 1=1 / 4 lZ/,y=-i g.qr 
On the other hand, the right-hand side of (5) with respect to the sequence (19) 
can be calculated to the form 
í R„(x)dx = - + — Y -(tч) 
Jo 4 2 ł т 2 * - i Ä 2 V i - i 7  TT2 A I h2 \/= i 
<7/\>» 
Thus together with (20) this gives that for every sequence {q,}- = , of positive 
integers we have 
± £ ^ ' £ ± ( f , Y (2,, 
12 /,;= i QiQ: In /» = I h \/= i / 
™ J <?Ah 
Note that the same result can be proved for the similar sequence 
{X]N _|£i id n q^j. oi q^n (22) 
\-*>n)n = 1 — J ' » • • • » ' ' > • • • > - • • • j j » • • • - f • V---^/ 
Wl ql 9l ?2 ft q2 9» q„ q„ i 
This follows immediately from the fact that b y (5) bo th sequence {x„}"=, and 
{1 — x„}"= | have the same L
2 discrepancy. 
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The result of type (21) can be proved using (17) also for sequence (22). This 
will be the aim of the next section. 
3. Main results 
First we express 
ixi = V i - ( i - x 2 ) 
in the binomial series 
M = 1 - I —• ~^~ (1 - x2?. (23) 
* - i 2* - 1 (2*k!)2 K } 
Applying the Stirling formula in the following from 
kl = y/_Xkke-k(yfi + - ^ , \cok\__l V JlkJ 
we obtain 
1 (2k)! 1 1 A , 9k 
2k - 1 (2kk\)2 2k - 1 Jҡk 
f 1 + - / = ) > \ ,\_9. (24) 
V J4nk/ 
An immediate consequence is that the series (23) converges uniformly for 
Substituting (23) in (17) we can prove the following result. 
Theorem 1. For every triplet of positive integers a, b and X we have 
1 (a,b)2 
12 ab 
_ y i (-*)! y i (lir + sj) ____ ____ 
kk22(2k-\) (2
kk\)2 r.ki X2(r + s)-2\ 2r }'air-ib*-i 
2 _^ r + s _\k 
(r + s ) - l ) [
( - i y + X~\r + s-l)~ 2(r + s)(2 r  s)- 1) 
— (— n* 22k -2<r+s) + 2 ( ^ ) 
1 ; • \2k - 2(r + s) + 2 / 
where Br denotes the rth Bernoulli number and for binomial coefficients I 1 we put 
1 = 0 if n < 0 or n > m. 
nj 
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Proof First of all, it follows from (17) and (14) that 
J RN[(x)RN2(x)dx = ( J RW((x)dx)(J R„2(x)dx) + 
+ £ £ \-\x-y\-(\-(x-yf) dRNSx)dRN{yy (25) 
Since the series (23) converges uniformly, we may integrate term by term and 
obtain the following 
| RWl(x)Rw.(x)dx-.y RWi(x)dx)(J RNl(x)dxj 
+ t ^ ^ : ~ 2 f f [(1 - (* " yff - (1 - (x - yf)]dRNi(x)dRNi(y). 
k = 2 2(2k — 1) (2kk\y Jo Jo 
(26) 
For the /cth power we have 
(\-(x-yffdRN(x)dRN(y) 
0 Jo 
= I !<!( j)'1"22'3 f V ' + 'M^ (X)['/^'MRN2(y). (27) 
,-, +,-, + ,-3 + ,4 = k ix ! i2! i3! / 4 ! Jo Jo ч : l2 • lъ • м /,, /2, /3, /4̂ o 
Using (12) we get 




xkdRNl(x) = I j * - N 
JO n = 1 
and especially 
f RN](x)dx = - [ x d ^ ( x ) = ̂ i - £ yn. (29) 
Jo ' Jo ' 2 n=\ 
The identities (25)—(29) hold for every couple of the sequences {yn}n L i and 
{z„}„L, of real numbers from [0, 1] with the remainders RN](x) and RNl(x), 
respectively. 
We are now in the position to prove our theorem. Using (20) and (29) we 
obtain for the sequences 
N (0 1 a- \\ M 




, ,», ÍO 1 6 - 1 " . 
Rű(x)Rл(x)dx = I +
 ! ( ű ' 6 ) 2 
4 12 a6 
0 
The well-known formula 
/ V - 1 AC 
Ra(x)dx R, 
Jo 
л (x)dx = - . 
(31) 
(32) 
r > * = 17-!-7r"í: i)-řrH*+ i- ř, * = i, 
gives 
„= i r = o k + 1 V r 
A i l i fe + n B, **dRaO) = x 
0 r = 1 r - l гC+ 1 V Г J a r - l 
(33) 
Substituting (33) into (27) and after interchanging the order of the summations 
we see that 
• i /.i 
o Jo 
(l-(.r-^di?flWd^W 
V Bľ B* У 
" ^ . л r - 1 Ł.v- 1 , . . , 4 - , 
k!(-l)/, + , 2 . 2 / з 1 
r, * = i 0- • bA i, + i2 + /3 + /4 = A- /, ! / 2 ! i 3 ! / 4 ! 2/, + /3 + 1 
2/, + /-. = r 
2/2 + /3 = .9 
2/, + / 3 + IW2.2 + .3+ 1 
2/, + 1,-4-1 V r ) \ s 
- Ě.^т-т^т-ЗД.* 
r, .v= 1 a 
(34) 
Since 
we may write 
• ! /•! 
S,(l, 1) = 2, Sk(2, 1) = 0, 5,(2, 2) = 0, 
0 Jo 
[(1 - (x - j ) У - (1 - (x ->02)]dRa(x)dRлO') = £ - 4 7 - т r т - s * ^ * ) • 
r.Гíi a r - ' B'"1 
r + .v = 4 
From (31), (32), (35) and (26) we get 
1 (a,bf ^ * 1_ 
12 ab kГ22(2k- 1) (2
kkìf r.Ѓ-i д ' " 1 /У"1 





Let us transform Sk(r, s) into a more suitable form. Writing 
if(x)i::z =/(*,) -f(x0i L/(X)],_.VO =AX0) 
and substituting 
1 (k+ \\ . r . ^ 
1 -|v = 1 C- " I I if k > r 
r!Ld.x'-' 1 = 0 1 
into SA(r, _•) we obtain 
k+ 1 V r 
0 
Sk(r, s) 
if /. < r 
k\(-\)^г-T 1 ď 2i. + i, 
'i + '2 + f3 + '4 = k ii - i2' ' 3 ' z 4 ' r ' L d x 
y rc !(-l)
/ l + / : - 2 / 3 1 
'i + h + '3 + ú = k ii ! i2' ' 3 ' h ! r ' -5! 
•2 
r - 1 
r = i 
o 
V + .V - 1 
. ð x ^ ð y 
•=M [____ / . - . ] • 
..-o.iL-t'-1' 1 . 
].v = 1, r = 1 
x = 1, r = 0 




/-!_! v L a . . ' - ' ^ 1 -
T Qr + , - 2 
This can be rewritten in the following way: 
Let 
.. - 1 
v = 0, y = 1 
x = 0, y = 07 
л = 1, v = 1 
2\k 
x = 1. v = 0 
v = 0. y = I \ 
t = 0, v = 0. 
(37) 
Ә J C Г 
^ - i ^ ^ — O-U-r)2)^ I ( r 1 ) ! — 
Уi + - + A - ' - • ./i ! . .-Л ! Әx l i. i л„'i 
.24 ð " ( l - ( x - j ; ) 2 ) . . . — ( 1 - ( ; c - . y ) 2 ) , 
Әxл 
.„.W- l̂d-o-rtv. i _______ 
( l - d - 7 ) 2 ) . . . — ( l - ( l - j ) 2 ) , 
d>' 
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<*r-.O0 = T ^ 7 ( l - . V 2 ) 
2\k 
ày r- 1 i 
(r-\)\ d1 
i ^,,-'1 
as(x,y) = ̂ -(\-(x-yf) = 
дxs 
jl + -+h = r-ijì ! . . .y* ! dy 
( 1 - / ) . . . — ( 1 - / ) , 
d/* 
1 - (X - yf Іf 5 = 0 
-2(x- y) Іf 5 = 1 
-2 if 5 = 2 
0 Іf 5 > 3 
1 - ( 1 - yf if 5 = 0 
2(\-У) if 5 = 1 
- 2 if 5 = 2 
0 if 5 ^ 3 
\-y2 if 5 = 0 
-2y if 5 = 1 
- 2 if 5 = 2 
0 if 5 > 3 
b,(y) = ^-(\-(\-yf) 
dys 
c,(y) = -f-(\-y2) 
dy 
We see that a ?(l, y) and b_(y)
 a r e distinct only it S = 1 and moreover a,(l, y) = 
= —bi(y)- Since nowj, + ... +jk = r — \Jn S 2, n = 1, ..., k the parity of the 
number of j n = 1 is equal to the parity of r — 1. Thus 
^ - i O ^ ) = ( - i r , * r - i W . 
Similarly 
< - , ( o , y ) = ( - i r - 1 ^ _ 1 ( y ) , « r-,(0) = (-i)
r - , <ir r . 1 (i). 
Since bv(l) = C_(0) for s = 0, 1,2 and 8 ^ 3, we also have 
# , - . ( l ) = «--,(0). 
Applying this in (37) we obtain 
Sk(r, s) = 
(-1) 
r _ I 
r!_! 







r + s - 2 
í 1 
( l - ( l - j f ) * 
ď + , - 2 
vv=\ f *r + s - 2 ~\v=\ 
(\-y2)k 
v = 0 dy r + s - 2 v = 0. 
Ldy r + s - 2 
(1-У) 
d > ,r + , _ 2 
2ч* 
ľ = 0 
( 1 - y Y 
( i + ( - i y + 5 - 2 ) 
j i = i 
(38) 
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Cauchy's integral formula implies 




where f k j = 0 for odd AI and ( " j = 0 for k > n. 
Combining (38) and (39) we obtain that Sk(r, s) = 0 for odd r + s. Since 
r + 8 ^ 4 in the sum (36) and Z?v = 0 for each odd s > 1, we can replace r ~> 2r, 
and 8 -> 2s. Using (39) for r + s > k we see that Sk(2t\ 2s) = 0. This gives in 
expression (36) that Theorem 1 holds for X = 1. The rest of the proof follows 
from the first of the next two elementary relations: 
For the sake of simplicity put 
<«,E> = ^ : . 
ab 
Then 
(Xa, Xb) = <a, b>, (a\ bx} = <a, b>A' (40) 
for all positive integers #, b, X. 
Finally, observe that applying the second relation of (40), Theorem 1 can be 
rewritten to the form 
1 ((a,b^r 
12 V ab 
= f l (-*>! V * (2(r + s)\ B2r B2x 
k = i2(2k-\) (2kk\)2 ,k\ x2{r + s)-2\ 2r )'ar(2r-n'hvt2,-u' 
2<\r + s<^k 
( - l ) ř + i-'-f k 
' \r + s -
k -)2k- 2(r + .v) + 2/ k 
2(r + s)(2(r + s) - 1) 
- ( - I f . 2 , , 
' \2rV - 2(r + s) + 2 
for every positive integer a, b, X, Y. 
We finish this section by proving 
> '/. 
Theorem 2. In Theorem I the remainder ]T of the infinite series does not 
exceed k = K+ \ 
X 
9 —=-min{a, b}, (41) 
\/K 
for every positive integer a, b, X, K. 
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Proof. Iff: [0, l]2 -* R is a continuous function, then as in the preceding 
section we obtain 
| | /(x, j ) d R ^ ( x ) d R ^ ( j ) = | dR^OO j f(x, y)dRNi(x) 
N2 > l /.I /•! 
= I / (x ,z„)dR^(x)-N dy /(x,j)dR^,(x) 
n = I JO JO JO 
Ař2 /.I 
= I " ^, 
n = 1 JO 
(x)d/(x,zя) + 4 4 *». (x)d.vДx, >>). (42) 




7)dR„(х)dR , ( j ; ) 
^2N ,N 2 min<D^, sup \d.J(x, y)\, Dt sup Idv/(*,.V)| («) 
for every couple of sequences {yn}nL\ and {zn}n
2
=] with the discrepancy D% 
and D% , respectively. With 




2 \ * 
ðх 
(\-(x-yfy dx = 1 - (1 -y
2)k - [(1 - (1 -yff - 1] < 2 




<4N ,N 2 .min{D Ï ,D^} . (44) 
Moreover, applying (3) to the sequences of the form (30) we get 
1 _ 1 
a b 
Л * — - Л * 
U a — -> U h 
Hence 
j ' j " — , . 
Jo Jo 
(\-(x-y)2)kdRa(x)dRh(y) ^ 4-min{я, b}. 
Using (24) we have 
i (2k)\ 










2\A í\ t„ ,,\2\ Z - ^ - 1(1 - (x - >0Y - (1 - (x - y)2)]dRa(x)dRh(y) 
* - * + i 2 ( 2 * - 1) (2*A:!)2 Jo Jo 
5Í 9—-= min {a, b}. 
Finally, substitution of a -» Xa, b -* Xb implies (41). 
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HEKOTOPЫE ПPИMEHEHИЯ ИHTEГPAЛA ФPAHEЛЯ-KЛУЫBEPA, II 
Oto Strauch 
Peзюмe 
B paбoтe paзлoжeн нaибoльший oбщий дeлитeль в pяд. B дoкaзaтeльcтвe пpимeнeнa 
тeopия paвнoмepнoгo pacпpeдeлeния пocлeдoвaтeльнocтeй. 
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